SCC-Announcements

The Steinbuch Centre for Computing (SCC) has unified the way of forwarding information about maintenance, important changes and incidents concerning services which are operated from SCC for KIT.

Such operational messages are sent to a KIT mailing list scc-meldungen-en@lists.kit.edu and published on our message website http://www.scc.kit.edu/en/servicedesk/announcements.php.

Please subscribe to the above-mentioned mailinglist if you like to get information via e-mail. You can also subscribe RSS-Feed, instructions for both are attached below.

Instructions

Mailinglist:

a.) Subscribe to list:
Send an e-mail to sympa@lists.kit.edu with the subject: "subscribe scc-meldungen-en <Firstname> <Lastname>".

You will receive a notification from system that your e-mail address has been successfully registered. Please note, that only valid e-mail addresses (@kit.edu resp. @*.kit.edu) will be registered.

b.) Unsubscribe from list:
Send an e-mail to sympa@lists.kit.edu with the subject: "unsubscribe scc-meldungen-en.

You will receive a notification from system that your e-mail address has been successfully unregistered.

c.) View Archived posts: https://www.lists.kit.edu/wws/arc/scc-meldungen

RSS-Feed:

Navigate to the site http://www.scc.kit.edu/en/servicedesk/announcements.php and click on the accordingly RSS-Feed icons. You can configure RSS-Feeds in a program of your choice (e.g. Microsoft Outlook). If you use a special Feed-Reader, these are the addresses: